Introduction
Financial services for poor people in developing countries are often declared to be awful or near absent. The prime issue is not really the quality of service, though the quality is recognised to be deficient; time and again it is access to financial services that is critical; be it savings, credit, remittances, insurance or investment. For many people, the chief source of credit is a pawnshop or a moneylender who may charge staggeringly high interest and may even beat them up if they fail to pay on time. For the bankers the challenges arising out of delivery of financial services to the poor are high risk and sizeable transaction costs; often compounded by the illiteracy of the clients. For them, the path of reaching the revered goal of cent percent financial inclusion is a taxing and perfidious one.
India has a long history of Government effort to ferry financial services to the poor and informal sector workers. The early beginnings can be traced back to the credit cooperatives initiated at the start of the 20 th century. The intensive expansion of the commercial banking sector took place after the nationalisation of the banks in 1969 followed by setting up specialised institutions like Regional Rural banks in 1975, and the massive expansion of banking infrastructure to rural hinterlands.
The 1990's witnessed the Indian banking system initiating and spreading delivery systems like the SHG-Bank Linkage programme, and different financial products like Kisan Credit Cards, no frill accounts and General
Credit Cards with the intent of greater and faster financial inclusion.
These initiatives should have brought about greater inclusion of the poor. There are anecdotal evidences of the villages becoming free of moneylenders. There are also published views indicating that the interest rates in the informal financial sector have come down due to the spread of the SHG-Bank Linkage programme. Have these changes made a difference to the way the poor handle financial transactions, especially the size of borrowings, the frequency and the reasons why they are obtained. The present study attempts to understand and map the financial flows of the poor households and how they manage the little money available to them. The objectives of the study also includes understanding : How do poor labouring class households in the coastal region of Kerala cope during the difficult periods when fish trawling (major economic activity in the region) is officially banned? How do the households manage the income received? Is it easier to save larger sums for lifecycle needs and investments, while smaller ones get spent on trivial things? The present study is a modest attempt at examining the purposes for which vulnerable poor 1 households borrow; and to identify their income, borrowing and consumption patterns.
The paper is organised as follows. Section II describes some of the major initiatives for enabling greater financial inclusion. Section III discusses the existing literature on the subject. Section IV enunciates the study location, sample size and methodology used for the study.
Section V, briefly presents the results from the study. Section VI provides a concluding discussion.
The Initiatives for Financial Inclusion
Though many governmental initiatives have been made through the Reserve Bank of India and NABARD in the past 2-3 decades for enabling greater outreach of the financial schemes to the poor, the usage of the expression "Financial inclusion" is a more recent phenomenon.
1.
A household is defined as poor if it has low consumption levels, and vulnerable if it is unable to smooth consumption in the face of idiosyncratic income fluctuations.
Financial inclusion is defined as "the process of ensuring access to timely and adequate credit and financial services by vulnerable groups at an affordable cost".
As already mentioned, one of the earliest and serious efforts at enabling greater inclusion to the financial sector has been through linking informal groups of SHGs with formal banks in the organised sector. Since then, there have been numerous efforts at intensifying the spread of this infectious SHG-Bank Linkage programme across states by NABARD and its partners. The present coverage of the programme and its outreach toward the poor households has been presented in ( Amount Rs in million) Though the scheme is not intended to be a part of financial inclusion, the Committee on Financial Inclusion (2008) has noted that in certain states such as Andhra Pradesh, all wage payments under NREGS are made through bank accounts allowing withdrawals using biometric cards, and also has endorsed this innovative approach. As of now, the scheme entails routing all the wage payments through formal institutionalized system to plug likely leakages in wage payment. The programme is now being implemented in stages and presently covers 330 districts only. Thus, the programme is expected to necessitate a greater degree of inclusion of the wage employed poor with the formal financial system. Though the scale of this inclusion is expected to be very limited and scant, still it could pave way for the bankers to look at designing possible financial products for this segment in future.
Despite an array of initiatives by the Government and the range of financial products in the bank's shelf, many poor continue to be excluded by banks. This is particularly paradoxical for a state like Kerala which has a highly literate population, an intensively banked rural neighbourhood with limited geographically secluded areas, as also a good lateral spread of SHG programme in the state. These persisting complexities bring greater interest to the subject of financial inclusion in a state that houses largely urbane population. But, the present research work attempts not to seek answers to these issues, but to see from where poor households access their financial needs and where they get them fulfilled.
Strapped Financial Services for the Poor and Underprivileged
No coverage of literature about the ''poor and their money'' can go without the mention of the moneylender. There is no doubt that the moneylender provides easy access to credit, but many argue that the image of the moneylender is unnecessarily tarnished in the literature (Sharma and Chamala, 2003) . Part of the reason for their poor image is that they charge exorbitant interest rates varying between 100% and 500% per annum (CGAP, 2002) . A group of researchers also argue that the risk taken by the moneylender is less because he does not suffer from the asymmetric information problems to the extent suffered by formal institutions (Arvind, 2007) , as he is often living in the same village or in the same locality as the borrower and, on many occasions, has clear sight of the credit history of the borrower.
Poor people want to save and can save. If they do not save, it is very often because of lack of opportunity rather than lack of capacity.
There are many occasions in the lives of the poor when they need sums of cash greater than what they could borrow and the only reliable way of getting hold of such sums is by finding some way to build them from their own savings. The poor know how to save and manage their cash flows (Rutherford 2002) . The real challenge for the poor is finding ways to meet money required in lump sums. So they need financial services to facilitate them to save rather than just to provide credit. Hence, issues pertaining to savings and credit for the poor needs to be viewed together, perhaps suggesting a lesson or two to people who plan and design microFinance products for the poor. Studies have also documented that the loan products available in the formal sector do not address the needs of the poor. Therefore, there is still a big gap between the needs of the poor and the offerings made to them (Fisher and Sriram, 2002) . In a review of the literature on delivery of financial services by MFIs, Sriram and Smita, (2006) suggest that the microFinance delivery approach in India is mainly twofold or rather pigeonholed into the 'grameen' type with little flexibility and the self-help group (SHG) type with more flexibility.
Another interesting piece of research is the analysis of a moneylender's diary (Reddy, 2007) The frequently used sources of borrowing for the poor were not moneylenders and pawnbrokers, but familial and reciprocal contacts such as friends, relatives and shopkeepers, who provided small sums as interest-free or concessional rate loans (Ruthven and Kumar, 2002) .
Thus, studies highlight the limitations of the financial services provided by the formal institutions, be it the banks or the microFinance institutions.
They also bring to light the diversity of needs of financial services and the large number of different sources that the poor access or employ to meet their financial needs. Only 15% of single adults and 18% of married couples in the Financial Diaries samples would have saved to cover more than 5 years of retirement support by the time they retired. Another composite household portfolio study by the same author reported that poor households used, on an average, 17 different financial instruments, which included four savings instruments, two insurance instruments and 11 credit instruments.
Of these financial instruments, 30% were from formal and 70%
were from informal sources. Ruthven (2002) 
Study Location and Sample
The geographical setting for the present field study is a small, The time period chosen for the study was one of the most difficult, as the major economic activity i.e., mechanized fishing, came to a virtual standstill in the region with the onset of monsoons. The geographical proximity of the location to the fishing port and urban area had advantages for the labouring poor, as they had easier two way access to 4. All the households selected were stated to be casual labourers, with no regular paid jobs, the occupation quoted by them varied viz., site workers, labourers, blacksmiths, washer women, fish peeling worker, part-time tailor etc wage employment, be it in the fisheries sector like peeling, boat cleaning, ice breaking or in homestead farms, construction sites or the government run National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme (NREGS).
Results
As already mentioned, financial inclusion is the process of ensuring delivery of financial services to vulnerable groups which is timely, adequate and at an affordable cost. The exercise of inclusion is a great challenge even when one assumes that it aims at the minimal first part of reaching out to the unbanked. However, Kerala state has a palpable record. The extant literature of Reserve Bank of India indicates that Kerala has one of the largest percentages of population with bank accounts (89%) as against the National average of 59%. Though the present study was not intended to assess the level of financial inclusion or its affordability for the poor, a mention of the limited connect of the sampled households with formal institutions, had been included in the results of the study.
Financial Exclusion, Frequent Borrowings and Debt Burden
Although the sample size of the present study was small to evaluate the outreach programmes of the banks, it appears that this hamlet was outside the business and commercial considerations of nearby bankers.
Out of the thirteen families, only four households (31 % of the sample) had membership in any SHG and six households (46 % of the sample) had some access to bank facilities. Multiple memberships in SHGs were a common feature as stated by members of households. Out of the 4 households having membership in SHGs, 2 households had joined more than one SHG. This was because those members felt that they had some leisure to attend meetings, or avenues to save or even felt that they could derive some additional benefits. One of them had subsequently left the SHG due to internal group conflicts. One of the women members working as a part-time maid had opened a savings account at the instance of the landlady in the local post office, which had become inactive now.
The balances maintained in these savings accounts were often the barest minimum statutorily required to be maintained and the members had a tendency to withdraw all amounts exceeding that. In the short period spanning about 50 days, the 13 sample households did borrow from moneylenders on 49 occasions.
All the households covered had accessed money from moneylenders or relatives during the short period covered by the study.
Most of the loans availed from moneylenders ranged between
Rs 100-500, with an average of Rs 226 only.
A few of the reasons for such frequent and petty borrowings were easy availability of loans at the doorstep and a great appetite/high demand during the relatively harsh economic phase, when the options for wage income marginally slows down. In the present study, about 72 % of the borrowings involved sums below Rs 500/-. Thus the study also corroborates the findings of Reddy (2007) that about 76 per cent of borrowings of the poor are for small sums, in that study within Rs 300.
From the supply side perspective, the present day moneylender is relatively a lesser-known person for these communities than in the past.
He does not reside in the locality. He makes regular visits to homes seeking the requirement of funds on a regular basis at convenient time i.e., late evenings. The timing and allurement is unavoidable for all prospective borrowers & possible loan takers. Further, as the amounts demanded (and given out) are small, the money very quickly gets exchanged between the hands of moneylenders and borrowers.
This puts questions on the traditional assumption that the moneylender has a clear knowledge of the borrower's credit history because he is from the same village or locality. Additionally, in the present study area, the moneylender is not the exclusive source of credit, but the easiest. The study also does not confirm the earlier observation of Ruthven & Kumar (2002) that the most frequently used borrowing (Table 6 ). This was followed by borrowings, which constituted about 47% of the resource inflows for the sample households.
The borrowings inter alia were from formal and informal sources.
Borrowings from informal sources like moneylender/ landlord (22%) as also from friends and relatives (5.9%) which together formed 28% of the cash inflows during this period. Borrowings from informal sources were a pervasive phenomenon and all the households studied had reported at least one borrowing episode from this source during this lean period.
The borrowings from informal sources ranged from Rs 25 to Rs 10,000.
These borrowings were normally smaller in size, with one exception of Rs 10,000 taken for house construction. Borrowings from formal sources like Bank or SHG, though smaller in frequency, was larger in amount.
Thus, despite about 50% of sample households having connections with banks/linkages with SHGs, there is clear predominance of debt especially from informal sources in the financial lives of the poor.
As expected the share of food in the expenditure basket of the households was very high, irrespective of the occupation and the source Note: figures in parenthesis indicates the smallest denomination of inflow if present in a sample household, while there were few families without the said source of cash inflow, which is indicated as zero. of livelihood activity that the household pursued. It ranged between
Rs. 1921 to Rs. 6070 per household for a period spanning 50 days (Table 7) . The per capita expenditure for food ranged between Rs. 384 to Rs. 1214 for the said period; thus forming 28% of the expenditure for the average household. Though, most of the households' surveyed made purchases of groceries in cash, the local shopkeeper did provide grocery items also on credit. It's therefore likely that the expenditure for food could be underreported in few households and the payments could have been made at a later date after the study period.
The other major items of expenditure incurred were for attending or hosting social functions. This formed 15.63 % of the family budget and ranged between Rs. 400 to Rs. 5270 per household during the 50 day period. Repayments of borrowings formed 10% of the total expenditure for sample households during the study period. Though, expenditure for acquiring income generating assets such as houses showed a high average of about 11%, this was mainly because one of the sample households was undertaking a house construction work incurring substantial expenses. Apart from that one instance, very few families had acquired any assets/ consumer durable during this period. This was evident from the fact that the expenditure incurred for acquiring an asset (including house construction) ranged from Rs. 13,000 for a household to NIL in many other sample households studied. Expenditure for heath and treatment of ailments was rather low and formed about 4.5% of the total family budget during this period.
The study revealed that deferring consumption or setting aside surpluses was an available option for these vulnerable households. All the households studied had incurred expenditure on seven different expenditure heads viz., food, social functions, fuel, repayments of loan/ debt, transportation, health and cosmetics. However, the two most recurrent expenditure needs were food and fuel. Though the poor households studied were aware of the likely risks of existence and the future life cycle needs, they did not have any mechanisms or plans in place to cope with such unexpected eventualities. Thus, this segment of the labouring poor was living a virtual hand to mouth existence.
The study attempted to look at fungibility 5 issues often enunciated in microFinance, especially with respect to larger loans availed and used.
Another aspect looked at was the time interval between availing the fund and its usage. The earlier studies on fungibility by Von Pishke & Adams (1980) point out how the interchangeability and fungibility of credit use affect product designs and project evaluations. Their paper also suggest three forms of fungibility viz., additionality (like expenditure rising to match credit available); substitution, (switching money into different inputs or products from those first anticipated) and diversion, (where funds are completely redirected from the purpose for which they were intended to some other purpose). In the present study, there was only one case of loan availment during this 50 day (study) period by an SHG member from the group. The loan from SHG (Kudumbhashree) was available for income generating activity and the SHG seemed to prioritize member requests for an education loan, health related issues etc. Therefore, the loan was availed quoting such purposes, though it was used for purchase of consumer durable in the house.
Similarly, most of the bank loans 6 (as detailed in Table 8 ) availed by the households were purported to be for production or other related issues while it appeared to have been used for purposes like attending social functions or hosting social events. In the instant study, as most of the loans availed were not for a specified credit purpose (excepting the housing loan). Thus, it allowed some degree of interchangeability and accommodation to the client. Thus in microFinance, some degree of acceptable levels of interchangeability, based on client priorities and 5.
Relates to usage of funds for equivalent purposes or uses which are interchangeable. Further, it is believed that the cash flows to a household's kitty flow from various sources and therefore, cannot be strictly attributed to be used for a specific purpose especially when the amount in question is small in size. There is a great degree of fungibility of fund use.
6.
Loan amounts more than Rs. 2000/- Fungibility of credit use in microFinance has now been accepted and acknowledged. Clients use the funds borrowed for an activity for other household expenses (Legerwood, 1998) . Accordingly, it has become usual for some authors to state that the purpose is not as important as the borrower's capacity to repay. Another aspect is that most of the loans availed are used up by households within a 2-4 days span or within a maximum of one week's time, as evident from Table 8 .
Conclusions
The existing array of financial services of the banks or the delivery initiatives including SHG has not made complete penetration into rural The poor use an assortment of predominantly credit oriented financial products from the formal and informal sector. The low quantum and high frequency of borrowings are perhaps unique to this segment of the population studied suggesting that we need is not really microFinance…but something even smaller, nanoFinance say loans in the range of Rs 2000-5000 to predominantly meet consumption and in certain cases working capital needs . However, administration
and delivery of such nanoFinance would remain a challenge for the formal banking sector. The GCC which is a multipurpose credit card issued by banks needs to be scaled down to enable more frequent hassle-free transactions by the cardholders.
However, the banking sector would continue to have its aversion of financing consumption needs of the poor as it is still pre-occupied with thoughts of financing only income generating activities. 7 Perhaps distribution of nanoFinance or nano credit card (NCC) or a scaled down version of GCC would continue to be a high cost transaction for the formal system. Then its cost could be brought down by integrating technology like in a Smart-Biometric card, which would enable the poor to access credit from cash dispensers or low cost ATMs.
Another option would be to provide the poor with pre-charged cards with an upper limit to the total amount that could be drawn which would enable them to draw up to the limit at their will. Such predominately consumption based credit card could be the first step for the banker to build relationship with the unbanked poor client. It is important for institutional lenders to recall that poor are generally honest and repay their debts to money lenders promptly. The same could be expected to happen to them if relationship is build and grants of loans are not influenced by unprincipled norms and delays.
There is a need for more research into the financial lives of the vulnerable poor to appreciate the reasons for their continued link with 7. For formal institutions like banks financing income generating activities would give an implicit indemnity that the principal and interest could be returned. But financing consumption would not give any such assurance to the lender. This perhaps suggests the rational for the organised institutions like banks to be preoccupied with financing income generating activities.
moneylenders. This could perhaps help recommend what features need to be integrated into the existing financial products being offered to these segments by banks. But, any attempt at redesigning and reshaping the existing products should be done in consultation with the potential clients. While simplicity, convenience and low transaction cost for the provider and client is a concern, it may perhaps be worthwhile even looking at a single product for savings cum credit for such segments. 8
8.
Where interest is charged by banks on the debit balances as loans and interest is paid to the client on the credit balances as surpluses / savings in the account. 
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